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COVID-19 UPDATE 

& SURVIVAL 

12 April , 2020  

 

 

The world is in a serious state of change at the moment and we know that ‘normal’ will be very 

different post 2019nCOV, but the following infographic reminds us of a few fundamental and 

important aspects of life that are still and will always be relevant:  

 

 

This was further highlighted by Africa Insiders who stated: The coronavirus pandemic will hit 

Africa hard, but it is not the only newsworthy development of the past few weeks.  

They went on to list the following examples: 

The other plague: Locusts are continuing to ravage crop production in East Africa. The situation has even 

arguably worsened in recent weeks. 

Conflicts don’t care: Despite a call by the UN for a global ceasefire to allow all societies to concentrate on 

the threat posed by COVID-19, fighting continued in all major conflict theatres across the continent. 

Measles and cholera in the DRC: The Democratic Republic of Congo is emerging from an Ebola epidemic, 

now essentially declared over, even as it deals with ongoing twin outbreaks of measles and cholera. 

Measles in the CAR: The Central African Republic is also trying to bring a measles outbreak under control. 

 
https://sacoronavirus.co.za/ 

 
Send "hi" to +41 79 893 18 92 

on WhatsApp – English 

https://www.who.int/ 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
https://www.nicd.ac.za/2020/03/28/
https://sacoronavirus.co.za/
https://www.who.int/
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Thought for the day is a quote from Stewart Stafford: 

“Life has to go on even when you don't want it to or when you feel unable to participate. The 

world doesn't stop turning for anyone. Morning will come, it has no choice”.  

 

 

PLANNING for POST COVID-19 

Having just received the news that the community in which some of the essential staff from one of 

PAAZA facilities has had confirmed positive cases of COVID-19, has raised the issue of 

BIOSECURITY to the fore once again. 

BIOSECURITY does NOT begin and stop in/at the workplace! As identified by the OiE through its 

‘One World, One Health’ strategic framework, recognises the interdependence of human, animal 

and ecosystem health. It presupposes an international, interdisciplinary, cross sectoral approach 

to the surveillance, control, prevention and mitigation of emerging diseases while preserving the 

environment, especially through compliance with the standards issued by the OIE. The document 

also emphasises the need to improve biosecurity measures to control the emergence and spread 

of infectious diseases.  

Unfortunately, levels of biosecurity vary depending on the economic and health conditions of 

communities and the types of systems practised. Poor communities often lack the necessary 

resources to access public and veterinary health services. Poor sanitary conditions and inefficient 

management practices tend to result in numerous infectious agents becoming endemic. 

Our shortcomings have already been showcased in the efforts to prevent and respond to the 

recent avian influenza epizootic (2018/2019) which showed that many countries were unprepared 

to deal with this type of disaster. In many cases, countries did not sufficiently invest in their 

Veterinary or Public Health Services. Even if the Veterinary Services lie at the heart of intervention 

actions they require a strong partnership with Public Health Services and wildlife services. Key 

elements of effective prevention programmes are needed in both animal and public health 

systems. 

Biosecurity Strategies: Incoming, On Property, And Outgoing 

We have spoken about: Let us not wait until tomorrow but start today with our post COVID-19 

strategies, and possibly the most important one of all right now is BIOSECURITY. 

As a starting point, ALL your staff need to be screened before entering your facility EVERY day. In 

addition, if they are travelling to your facility daily, the clothes they wear, particularly their 

shoes/boots, for travel and on the premises need to be TOTALLY separated from each other i.e. 

avoid cross-contamination at all costs! 

BIOSECURITY is the responsibility of EVERYONE – it is not a ‘Nice to Have’! 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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Closing thought: Pete Lunn heads the Behavioural Research Unit at the Economic and Social 

Research Institute in Dublin, Ireland. 

" We know societies that go through war generate stronger ties. This pandemic is far from a 

war, but it requires pulling together. And when people realise what collective action can 

achieve, it could change how they relate to others, resulting in a greater sense of community." 

 

 
KEEPER CORNER – we promised a section specifically for Animal Keepers/Carers 
 

We cannot emphasise enough that monitoring the welfare of your animals needs to reach new 

heights during this period of lockdown and into the future – they are also experiencing 

behavioural changes!  

 

An example which not only shows the effect of lack of visitors, but also shows how keepers are 

overcoming/mitigating the situation: https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/world/chimps-at-russian-

zoo-depressed-as-covid-19-stops-visitors/ar-BB12pXly  

 

Just as Life support systems are critical to life as we know it, enrichment is just as important. By 

enhancing our animals' lives, one can achieve incredible results. Through the Five Domains 

Model (DJ Mellor and NJ Beausoleil), the ecology of as well as the physiological and psychological 

wellbeing of animals can be both monitored and addressed. This is paramount in today’s 

management of animals, particularly wildlife in controlled environments.  

Be creative BUT ALWAYS remember that any enrichment item needs to be SAFE for the animals. 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/world/chimps-at-russian-zoo-depressed-as-covid-19-stops-visitors/ar-BB12pXly
https://www.msn.com/en-au/news/world/chimps-at-russian-zoo-depressed-as-covid-19-stops-visitors/ar-BB12pXly
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Note: By joining ‘Keeper Corner’ will also go a long way to sharing information and will also add to 

the resources available through PAAZA  

 

Closing Thought: Remember, your animals need you now more than ever. Their wellbing is 

YOUR responsibility. 

Information - ‘Keeper Corner’ is a fully fledged portfolio under PAAZA dedicated to providing 

guidance and information for the specific activities of animal keepers/carers. With the dedicated 

assistance of Kara, Lory Park, in conjunction with the Executive office, our initial task is to 

update/clarify the database. To assist us in doing this, we need you to please register via the 

PAAZA mobile app. By downloading the app, you will also have access to all the ‘free to view’ 

information. 

 
 
SITUATION REPORTS 
 
SOUTH AFRICA 
 

 

As of 12 April 2020,  the National Institute for Communicable Diseases, a division of the National Health 

Laboratory Service, confirms 80 085 tests have been conducted in both public and private sectors. 

"We are also seeing an increase in tests conducted at public laboratories. Of the 5 032 tests conducted in 

the past day, 3 192 were done in public laboratories." The Health Minister Zweli Mkhize announced. 

 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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The total number of confirmed Covid-19 cases in South Africa is 2 173,  
 

A top epidemiologist has warned the Covid-19 epidemic is evolving in the country – we should 

be concerned. 

“This means it has moved from the importation of cases to low level local transmission whereby 

people, who have not yet been tested for the virus, are spreading it to their families and other 

contacts.” This according to Professor Cheryl Cohen, the co-head of the National Institute for 

Communicable Diseases' Centre for Respiratory Diseases and Meningitis and an associate 

professor of epidemiology at the University of the Witwatersrand 

“And as winter looms, millions of South Africans will contract the flu and, in the process, 

identifying cases of Covid-19 would become "very, very difficult", Cohen said. 

There are almost certainly cases in our communities which have not yet been identified, a fact that 

President Cyril Ramaphosa alluded to in a televised address to the country on Thursday night in 

which he announced a two-week extension to restrictions.  

Ramaphosa said the current drop in new daily infections, down to 4% from 42% a day before the 

lockdown, was evidence it was working. 

So far, 2 028 people have tested positive for the virus (11 April 2020), and 25 have died. 

Cohen said: “The slump in new cases was attributable to the travel ban, and the true effects of the 

lockdown would be measurable in two weeks from now.” 

According to her, the lockdown had bought the country time to prepare and roll out mass testing 

campaigns intended to identify cases in communities, find hotspots of infections and take 

measures to prevent further spread in those areas. 

http://www.paaza.africa/
https://www.health24.com/Medical/Infectious-diseases/Coronavirus/coronavirus-in-sa-all-the-confirmed-cases-20200312
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Levels of testing are yet to reach ambitious levels of more than 30 000 per day as intended by the 

National Health Laboratory Service. 

"We expect the [number of] cases may come up. It's also accepted the number of cases we see 

reported is not all the cases. Nobody is saying that's all the cases in SA," Cohen said. 

"The epidemic is in a sense evolving. What we saw in the beginning, with the exponential 

increases in numbers, the vast majority of that was importation of cases and it was reflecting in 

fact, the exponential growth in other parts of the world that are ahead of us on the curve."  

Sting in the tail 

The mildness of the symptoms that would arise in the majority of people who contract the virus, 

Cohen described as "the sting in the tail" of Covid-19. 

Evidence and studies from other countries showed that roughly 80% of people who contracted 

Covid-19 would only have mild symptoms but would still pass on the virus to others. 

Other coronaviruses, such as SARS or MERS, have a higher fatality rate but were easier to identify 

due to the seriousness of the symptoms making it much easier to contain. Those coronaviruses 

were also only contagious later on in the onset of symptoms. 

“A Hasty virus lockdown lift could spark 'deadly resurgence”: WHO 

Covid-19 can be passed on early, sometimes days before any signs become clear. 

"We're in that phase now. We know that there is likely local transmission at a low level and we 

know that even though we are scaling up testing a lot, it's very difficult to identify every single 

case, there really are tens of thousands of people every week in South Africa who have a fever or 

a cough," Cohen said. 

 

ANC frowns upon calls to relax the lockdown 

 

The ANC has expressed dismay at those seeking to undermine government efforts to combat the 

spread of coronavirus pandemic.  

 

This is in the wake of reports that some sectors of society including business owners intend to 

approach the courts in order to force the government to relax existing lockdown regulations, 

particularly in relation to liquor trading.  

They have called on the business community to take advantage of measures announced by 

government to mitigate against the detrimental effects of the lockdown on their operations.   

 

"The current situation shows that this is indeed a moment of business unusual, across the 

board," the party said in a statement.  

Comment: The interesting fact is that EVERY non-essential business sector is being affected by the 

lockdown measures. The ‘fact’ infographic from WHO says it all: 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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AFRICA 

 

 
 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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Why Africa's coronavirus outbreak appears slower than anticipated 

Are numbers underestimated? 

Possibly the greatest question mark in analyses of coronavirus in Africa, compounded by a global 

lack of testing capacity. 

Despite a donation of more than one million coronavirus testing kits by Chinese billionaire Jack 

Ma, most African countries lack the equipment needed to detect the disease. 

South Africa has so far only managed to test around 73 000 of its 57 million inhabitants.  

"This is way too low for the kind of challenges South Africa is facing" said Health Minister Zweli 

Mkhize, who is aiming to scale up to 30 000 tests per day. 

Nigeria, Africa's biggest economy, has only carried out 5 000 coronavirus tests to date for a 

country of 190 million people. 

"The testing system is quite overloaded" admitted a doctor working at a private clinic in Lagos, 

who asked not to be identified. 

"It takes time for... the results" he added. "And are they accurate? We don't know." 

Experts, however, warn that the tide is rising. 

"During the last four days we can see that the numbers have already doubled" said Michel Yao, 

the World Health Organisation (WHO) Africa's emergency response programme manager. 

"If the trend continues... some countries may face a huge peak very soon" Yao said. 

WHO Africa Director Matshidiso Moeti echoed the concern, adding that the spread of Covid-19 

outside major cities opened "a new front in our fight against this virus". 

 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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GLOBAL 

NEWS 

Spain is "far from victory" in its fight against the coronavirus, Prime Minister Pedro Sanchez 

warned on Sunday as the country's death toll from the pandemic rose again after falling for three 

days in a row.  

The nation registered 619 new deaths in the last 24 hours from Covid-19, bringing the death toll to 

16 972, the health ministry said, the highest in the world after the United States and Italy. The toll 

was 510 on Saturday, the lowest since March 23.But the number of new infections continued its 

slow, rising by 4 167 to 166 019, a smaller increase than was recorded on Saturday.  

Although health chiefs say the pandemic has peaked, they have urged the population to strictly 

follow a national lockdown which was put in place on March 14 in order to reduce the spread of 

the virus.  

"We are still far from victory, from the moment when he will recover normality in our lives," 

Sanchez said during a televised address.  

"We are all keen to go back out on the streets... but out desire is even greater to win the war 

and prevent a relapse," he added. His comments come as Spain braced for the reopening of some 

sectors of its economy, with some factory and construction workers set to return to work on 

Monday. 

 

  

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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Data as reported by national authorities by 10:00 CET 12 April 2020  

Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) Situation Report – 83 

 

SITUATION IN NUMBERS total (new) cases in last 24 hours  

 

Globally   1 696 588 confirmed (85 679)                 105 952 deaths (6262)  

European Region  880 106 confirmed (40 849) 74 237 deaths (3672)  

Region of the Americas   573 940 confirmed (37 276)                 21 531 deaths (2237)  

Western Pacific Region   120 116 confirmed (1567)                 4058 deaths (41)  

Eastern Mediterranean Region   95 945 confirmed (3719)                 4943 deaths (172)  

South-East Asia Region   16 041 confirmed (1880)                 728 deaths (111)  

African Region   9728 confirmed (388)    444 deaths (29) 

WHO RISK ASSESSMENT Global Level Very High 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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HIGHLIGHTS  

  

No new country/territory/area reported cases of COVID-19 in the past 24 hours.   

• The total global deaths from COVID-19 has surpassed 100 000.  

• WHO has published a document ‘Target Product Profiles for COVID-19 Vaccines’. The document 

describes the preferred and minimally acceptable profiles for human vaccines for long term 

protection of persons at high risk of COVID-19 infection, such as healthcare workers; and for 

reactive use in outbreak settings.  

 

SUBJECT IN FOCUS: 5G mobile networks DO NOT spread COVID-19 

 

Viruses cannot travel on radio waves/mobile networks.COVID-19 is spreading in many countries 

that do not have 5G mobile networks.  

COVID-19 is spread through respiratory droplets when an infected person coughs, sneezes or 

speaks. People can also be infected by touching a contaminated surface and then their eyes, 

mouth or nose.  

http://www.paaza.africa/
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We know there are a tremendous amount of statistics out there but we aim to give you the 

overall picture. We will add new graphs intermittently within the report. 

 

Please note: the global stats below EXCLUDE China 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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EDUCATION 

Exposing yourself to the sun or to temperatures higher than 25C degrees DOES NOT prevent the 

coronavirus disease (COVID-19) 

You can catch COVID-19, no matter how sunny or hot the weather is. Countries with hot weather 

have reported cases of COVID-19. To protect yourself, make sure you clean your hands frequently 

and thoroughly and avoid touching your eyes, mouth, and nose.  

 

Being able to hold your breath for 10 seconds or more without coughing or feeling discomfort 

DOES NOT mean you are free from the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) or any other lung disease. 

The most common symptoms of COVID-19 are dry cough, tiredness and fever. Some people may 

develop more severe forms of the disease, such as pneumonia. The best way to confirm if you 

have  the virus producing COVID-19 disease is with a laboratory test.  You cannot confirm it with this 

breathing exercise, which can even be dangerous. 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
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You can recover from the coronavirus disease (COVID-19). Catching the new coronavirus DOES 

NOT mean you will have it for life. 

Most of the people who catch COVID-19 can recover and eliminate the virus from their bodies. If 

you catch the disease, make sure you treat your symptoms. If you have cough, fever, and difficulty 

breathing, seek medical care early – but call your health facility by telephone first. Most patients 

recover thanks to supportive care. 

 

 

 

 

USEFUL TIPS 

Animals driving you crazy? 

Why not make Easter a special time for the animals in your care – they like an Easter egg ‘hunt’ as 

well: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukrq6gEmZQM  

 

Children driving you crazy? Feeling bored? 

IPA, WHO and UNICEF launch Read the World on International Children’s Book Day to support 

children and young people in isolation 

Much-loved children’s authors are joining an initiative to read extracts of their books to millions of 

children and young people currently living in isolation amid the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Read the World is a collaboration between the International Publishers Association (IPA), the 

World Health Organization (WHO) and UNICEF. It kicks off today, on International Children’s Book 

Day, at 15.00 GMT/17.00 CET with Italian author Elisabetta Dami, creator of the popular character 

Geronimo Stilton. 

http://www.paaza.africa/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ukrq6gEmZQM
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“These are uncharted waters for us all, and the psycho-social effects of prolonged isolation and 

social distancing are yet to be seen and understood,” said IPA President Hugo Setzer. “All of us 

should take particular care of our mental health at the moment, and especially that of young 

minds. The IPA wanted to do something positive to bring children and their favourite writers closer, 

to stimulate their interest in books and to create a carefree moment for families to share during 

this difficult period of confinement.” 

“Children’s lives and routines have been turned upside down in just a few short weeks,” said 

UNICEF Executive Director Henrietta Fore. “Even when the outside world is out of bounds for 

now, reading can remind children and young people that the transportive power of books is 

unlimited.” 

“WHO is committed to fighting the COVID-19 pandemic on all fronts, especially when it comes to 

protecting young people,” said WHO Director-General Dr Tedros Adhanom Ghebreyesus. “We 

understand the fear and anxieties many feel and know how the joy of reading can stimulate young 

minds, ease tensions and provide hope.” 

Several noted children’s authors have agreed to join the Read the World initiative, details of 

which will be available soon at https://www.unicef.org/coronavirus/read-the-world 

Elisabetta Dami, creator of Geronimo Stilton -  https://vimeo.com/404971302  

Cressida Cowell, UK Children's Laureate and author-illustrator of How To Train Your Dragon -  

https://vimeo.com/404970856  

Howard Donald of UK band Take That reads 'My Hero is You - how kids can fight Covid-19' - This 

video was first made available on the WHO YouTube channel 

This book was developed by the Inter-Agency Standing Committee Reference Group on Mental 

Health and Psychosocial Support in Emergency Settings (IASC MHPSS RG).  

It was drafted in response to children’s mental health and psychosocial needs during the COVID-19 

outbreak. Over 1,700 children, parents, caregivers and teachers from around the world took the 

time to share how they were coping with the pandemic. This is a story developed for and by 

children around the world. 

There are also some innovative offerings from the PAAZA community on their various platforms. 

Apart from COVID-19 information, PAAZA has some creative ideas which will not only keep the 

whole family active, but will also help You to make a conservation difference. Why not visit: 

http://www.zoosafrica.com/activities-for-lockdown.html and http://www.zoosafrica.com/nature-

survival-action.html (this one also available on mobile app). 

 

http://www.paaza.africa/
https://www.unicef.org/coronavirus/read-the-world
https://vimeo.com/404971302
https://vimeo.com/404970856
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8mBWE--T9yQ&feature=youtu.be
http://www.zoosafrica.com/activities-for-lockdown.html
http://www.zoosafrica.com/nature-survival-action.html
http://www.zoosafrica.com/nature-survival-action.html

